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To efficiently simulate semiconductor deviciu, one has to take into account 
that regions where a broad grid spacing is sufficient may alternate with regions 
where a fine mesh is mandatory /4/. An adaptive mesh-rafinement process has 
been developed which generates two different kinds of ~lements (triangles and 
rectangles) thus enabling almost arbitray subdivision ill.nd expit'fi6ion of grid 
spacings. This guarantees that only the minimum number of nodes is er~At~d. 

Another very critical decision in the application of the finite eliiment method 
is the design of the shape functions. Cleverly chosen they can minimize the 
expected discretization error, especially if they anticipate the soludon. It 
has been shown that linear /bilinear func t:ic:m.s cause unwanted oszillation8 of th~ 
numerica.1 solution and have, therefore, to be rejected /1/. Thi~ H.ne of 
thought led to the development of shape functions for the exponentials l:lf the 
quasi-Fermi potentials which are bilinear in Bernoulli.-liki!!i functions. Ifi 
elements where the carrier concentrations vary exponenti<tlly the discretizad~n 
error is zero. These functions degenerate into the ordinary hiHru1ar 
shape-functions when the electric potential is c0Mtar1t: and into very steep 
functions when the electric field is large. The influenctll of the dectrit; £h1d 
on the shape functions will be illustrated· and di~eussed. 'l'h~ d~ot::riG 
potential itself is, consistently, approximated wit:h linear/bilinear functions 
throughout the device. 

This concept of variable and varying shaptt! functions le.ids t:o a se!l:! of highly 
nonlinear equations. As weighting functions the linear/bilinear Slh<l.pe fl1ificH:ic:a1s 
of the electric potential are used. The residuum irtteg;ration is ~arri~d out 
numerically and the resulting nonlinear equations are solVEHi usiI13 a mc;H1ifijji;J; 
Newton method. The Jacobian matrix is appro::dmat:ed by numerical diH~nnt:iadon 
/2/. An element.,..wise bypassing method for the calculation of the ~ntdu in thi1! 
Jacobian matrix has been used to minimize compute!' requirements and ~atudly 
enhance throughput. The Newton i teradons, nec<l!S<Hlry f Ot' th~ $01udofi of the! 
nonlinear system, are accelerated using a damping p:rocedur<11 /3/. Spe~i,fic 
examples will be shown to demonstrate the flexibility Gtt'id adC:UJ:'a(ly of ehe 
outlined procedure. 
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